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Green hydrogen generation driven by solar-wind hybrid power is a key strategy for
obtaining the low-carbon energy, while by considering the fluctuation natures of
solar-wind energy resource, the system capacity configuration of power generation,
hydrogen production and essential storage devices need to be comprehensively
optimized. In this work, a solar-wind hybrid green hydrogen production system is
developed by combining the hydrogen storage equipment with the power grid, the
coordinated operation strategy of solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production is
proposed, furthermore, the NSGA-III algorithm is used to optimize the system
capacity configuration with the comprehensive performance criteria of economy,
environment and energy efficiency. Through the implemented case study with the
hydrogen production capacity of 20,000 tons/year, the abandoned energy power
rate will be reduced to 3.32% with the electrolytic cell average load factor of 64.77%,
and the system achieves the remarkable carbon emission reduction. In addition, with
the advantage of connect to the power grid, the generated surplus solar/wind power
can be readily transmitted with addition income, when the sale price of produced
hydrogen is suggested to 27.80 CNY/kgH2, the internal rate of return of the system
reaches to 8% which present the reasonable economic potential. The research
provides technical and methodological suggestions and guidance for the
development of solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production schemes with favorable
comprehensive performance.
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1 Introduction

With the increasing energy demand and fossil fuel consumption, serve issues of energy
shortage and environmental pollution are in urgent need to be addressed (Hussain et al.,
2023). The development and utilization of renewable energy can effectively promote the
transformation of clean and efficient energy structures and enhance the overall efficiency
(Jaber et al., 2008; Kumar and Majid, 2020).
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Wind and solar power have been extensively adopted in various
sectors, including industrial production (Roesch et al., 2019),
residential areas (Graça Gomes et al., 2023) and agriculture
(Acosta-Silva et al., 2019), owing to their environmental-friendly
attributes and associated advantages. However, the intermittent and
unstable natures of wind speed and solar irradiation result in
significant randomness and fluctuations of power output, which
posing a substantial challenge to the reliable and stable functioning
of the power grid (Wahbah et al., 2022; Teferra et al., 2023). In order
to mitigate these fluctuations and enhance the grid stable operation,
several approaches have been proposed, including wind and solar
forecast (Kamani and Ardehali, 2023), energy storage (Wu and
Zhang, 2021; Deymi-Dashtebayaz et al., 2022), and electrochemical
conversion (Han et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023).

The energy storage methods consist of battery energy storage,
hydrogen energy storage, and flywheel energy storage. These three
methods enable the flexible utilization of wind and solar resources
(Amry et al., 2023; Fosso Tajouo et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023).
Nevertheless, as wind and solar resources continue to progress,
greater demands emerge for enhancing the economic viability of
batteries and technological advancements (Hutchinson and
Gladwin, 2023). Meanwhile, hydrogen storage presents a more
straightforward scaling approach, rendering it applicable in
numerous scenarios, including the chemical industry and energy
sectors, thereby resulting in heightened economic advantages (Tang
et al., 2022; Kakavand et al., 2023).

Water electrolysis hydrogen production stands out as an
electrochemical conversion method that strikes a balance between
safety and economic feasibility, utilizing the wind and solar
resources effectively and reducing the wind and solar energy
curtailment by converting low-grade and fluctuating electrical
energy into high-grade hydrogen energy (Shiva Kumar and Lim,
2022; Shin et al., 2023).

Currently, hydrogen production technology mainly includes
Alkaline Electrolysis (AE), Proton Exchange Membrane
Electrolysis (PEME), Anion Exchange Membrane Electrolysis
(AEME), Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cell (SOEC). Among them, AE
and PEME technologies have been commercialized, while AEMWE
and SOEC have demonstrated improvements in hydrogen
production efficiency and stability, but they are still under the
experimental stage due to challenges of durability and cost
considerations (Lim and Kim, 2022; Wappler et al., 2022). Thus,
the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system is constructed by
the integration of wind turbines, photovoltaic panels and water
electrolysis cells, which enhances the competitiveness of solar-wind
power in the energy market and advances the goal of carbon
neutrality (Shen et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021). developed a
multi-energy system composed of alkaline electrolyzer, wind
turbine, which can achieve stable power output and energy
storage capabilities, and effectively address the power supply
problem in remote areas (Temiz and Dincer, 2022; Zhang F.
et al., 2023). proposed the solar-wind-hydrogen multi-energy
system to meet residents energy demands (Song et al., 2022).
concluded that the optimal cost-effective solution for carbon
neutrality in the context of solar-wind energy-based power
supply is the integration of complementary solar-wind hybrid
hydrogen production system, which could further reduce the
carbon emissions in industrial and transportation parts.

However, with the enlarged scale of solar-wind power plant and
the trend towards large-scale hydrogen production, the issue of
investment and maintenance costs for the hydrogen production and
storage system needs to be considered, and thus the optimization of
system capacity configuration becomes crucial (Prestat, 2023). To
address these challenges (Kiehbadroudinezhad et al., 2022),
developed a capacity configuration optimization model for the
solar-wind combined seawater hydrogen production system, and
proved the environmental benefits of the optimized system. It has
contributed to alleviating the environmental limitations of wind and
solar power generation hydrogen production applications (Al-
Buraiki and Al-Sharafi, 2022). optimized the capacity configuration
of a solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system in a certain area,
achieving a hydrogen production cost of up to 36.32 $/kg under
reasonable conditions of loss of hydrogen supply probability (LHSP),
it provides a framework for achieving a more stable and economical
production of green hydrogen. Yang et al. (Zhang P. et al., 2023)
optimized the capacity configuration of the solar-wind hybrid
hydrogen production system based on government subsidies and
environmental benefits, resulting in a 38.9% increase in annual profit
for the optimized hybrid system, optimizing the system based on local
policies to attain economic benefits demonstrates that policy support is a
crucial factor influencing the cost of hydrogen production (Izadi et al.,
2022). optimized the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system in
buildings based on installation cost, CO2 production and loss of power
supply probability, showing that the optimized hybrid system can meet
70%–80% of urban building electricity, it provides an important scheme
for the high proportion utilization of renewable energy in the future
(Nasrabadi and Korpeh, 2023). optimized the capacity configuration of
the hydrogen production system based on minimizing the system cost,
leading to an increased exergy efficiency of 20.7% and hydrogen
production rate of 1% with the total cost rate value reduction of 2%.
Additionally (Al-Ghussain et al., 2023), took the supply-demand
relationship and energy cost as the capacity configuration
optimization objectives of the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production
system. The optimized system required a higher storage capacity by
75.77%, but the hydrogen production cost is more competitive (Lv et al.,
2023). optimized the capacity configuration of solar-wind hybrid
hydrogen production system based on the fluctuation of green
electricity transaction price and hydrogen demand. The optimized
system hydrogen demand increased by 40%, which effectively
improved the ability to resist the uncertainty of hydrogen demand,
considering the demand of power grid and the price of power transaction
to adjust the system and formulate the scheduling strategy can improve
the flexibility of wind and solar resource scheduling and contribute to
improving themarket competitiveness of green hydrogen Lu et al. (2023).
optimized the solar-wind complementary hydrogen production system
in green buildings with the goal of minimizing system cost and
maximizing reliability, the optimized improvement of the system’s
energy supply stability helps to promote the high proportion of
renewable energy in life. The optimal configuration of the system
occurs when the reliability of the system is 12% and 15%. Based on
LevelizedCost ofHydrogen (Superchi et al., 2023), optimized the capacity
configuration of solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system. The
results show that the optimized system can still achieve competitive
hydrogen production cost under the current technical conditions
(Behzadi and Sadrizadeh, 2023). optimized the solar-wind hybrid
hydrogen production system with the optimal operating state, the
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optimized system carbon emissions and the cost are reduced by 8% and
38%, respectively, taking the economy of hydrogen production and
carbon emissions as the measurement indicators, the further
optimization research on green electricity hydrogen production can
enhance the market competitiveness of green hydrogen, promote low-
carbon environmental protection, and further promote the clean
transformation of energy structure.

Along with being a crucial component in large-scale hydrogen
production, the size of wind and solar power generation, the capacity
configuration of electrolytic cells, energy storage, and other equipment all
have a significant impact on the system’s overall performance. Therefore,
considerations like economy, environment, and energy consumption
aspects will be taken into account and transformed into multi-objective
optimization problems in order to better measure system performance
from different viewpoints. To further improve the system, a redesigned
system capacity configuration optimization method using the NSGA-III
algorithm is proposed, in order to optimize the solar-wind hybrid
hydrogen production system. In addition, the comprehensive
performance and dynamic operation of the optimized system are
thoroughly evaluated. The main contribution can be outlined as follows:

(1) The system capacity configuration optimization approach based
on the NSGA-III algorithm is suggested for large-scale hydrogen
production scenarios, with the aim of thoroughly optimizing the
grid-connected solar-wind complementing hydrogen
production system.

(2) A comprehensive performance evaluation of the optimized
capacity design is thoroughly assessed in terms of economy,
environment and utilization efficiency, and the monthly and
daily conditions are further examined.

(3) Based on the proposed control strategy of solar-wind hydrogen
production, the complementary characteristics of solar-wind
power generation and the dynamic operation of the system
under typical monthly cycles are analyzed.

The rest is organized as follows: the process of conceptual and
mathematical modeling is descripted in Section 2. Section 3
introduces evaluation indicators and optimization objectives. The
results and analysis are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, the main
conclusions are summarized.

2 Solar-wind hybrid hydrogen
production system and performance
evaluation method

The combination of water electrolysis hydrogen production
technology and solar-wind power generation has multiple
advantages, providing an effective approach to convert the
renewable energy, and also provides an effective and feasible way
for large-scale production of green hydrogen.

2.1 Solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production
system

In this work, a green hydrogen generation system driven by
solar-wind hybrid power with the water electrolysis technology is

developed. The system will stabilize the output of hydrogen as the
main goal, but also to meet the requirements of large-scale green
hydrogen production throughout the year. It consists of wind turbines,
photovoltaic arrays, alkaline electrolyzers, energy storage batteries and
hydrogen tanks, as shown in Figure 1. The wind turbine and
photovoltaic systems are employed as the primary power generation
equipment to supply eco-friendly energy for electrolyzing hydrogen
production. Concurrently, to mitigate the impact of fluctuations on
hydrogen production, battery and hydrogen storage tanks are utilized as
coordination equipment for power and hydrogen transmission,
effectively enhancing system stability. Furthermore, the
incorporation of the power grid enables the absorption of surplus
wind and solar power, thereby optimizing the utilization of these
renewable sources while also furnishing additional power to the
electrolytic cell, further bolstering the system’s stability.

Due to the instability of the wind speed and solar radiation
throughout the year, in order to further realize the demand of
generating stable hydrogen load, the basic operation strategy of grid-
connected solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system is developed.
Firstly, the hydrogen output load is predetermined, and the systemutilizes
this load as a stable output, with wind and solar power generation serving
as the primary power supply sources. Based on the hydrogen load and
available wind power, two modes of operation can be identified:

(1) Wind-solar power exceeds the power required for hydrogen output
load: In this scenario, the hydrogen production rate of the
electrolytic cell surpasses the hydrogen output load, leading to
an excess of hydrogen, which is then stored in the hydrogen storage
tank. Any surplus power generated is directed towards charging the
battery. If the battery capacity reaches its upper limit, the surplus
power can be transmitted to the grid for external use;

(2) Wind-solar power is less than the power required for hydrogen
output load: In such cases, the hydrogen production rate of the
electrolytic cell is unable to meet the required hydrogen output
load. Consequently, the hydrogen from the hydrogen storage
tank is simultaneously utilized to meet the demand. If there’s
not enough hydrogen in the tank, power from the battery will be
utilized to enhance the hydrogen production rate of the
electrolytic cell. If both reserves prove insufficient, the system
resorts to purchasing electricity from the grid to augment the
hydrogen production rate.

Compared with the off-grid type system, by considering the power
grid connection scenario, the grid-connected hydrogen production
system allows for the maintenance of a minimum operating interval
for the electrolyzer, thus minimizing start-stop cycles, and also
enhancing the hydrogen production capacity and the operational
lifespan of the electrolyzer. This operational strategy ensures the
fulfillment of stable hydrogen load requirements while guaranteeing
the safe and stable operation of each equipment component.

2.2 Solar-wind hybrid hydrogen system
modeling

2.2.1 Solar and wind power output modeling
The energy source of the whole system comes from the wind

turbine and photovoltaic array, and the wind turbine output power
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PWT is mainly dependent on the wind speed v, so the wind power has
the significant and irregular fluctuation characteristics. The output
power by the wind turbine can be calculated as follows (Chaichan
et al., 2022; Kiehbadroudinezhad et al., 2022):

PWT �

0, 0≤ v≤ vin

NWT
PWT_rv

3

v3r − v3in
− PWT_rv3in

v3r − v3in
( ), vin ≤ v≤ vr

NWTPWT_r, vr ≤ v≤ vout

0, v≥ vout

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(1)

where vin, vout are the cut-in and cut-out wind speed, respectively. vr
is the rated wind turbine speed. NWT means the number of
installations. PWT_r is the rated wind turbine power and can be
calculated as follows:

PWT_r � 1
2
τρSWTv

3 (2)

where ρ means the air density. SWT means the swept area of the rotor,
and τ represents the coefficient of performance of the wind turbines.

Photovoltaic array converts the solar radiation into electrical
energy through photoelectric effect, and the photovoltaic output
power PPV can be calculated as follows (Praveenkumar et al., 2022).

PPV � IphNbUPV − IrsNbUPV − Irse
βUPV

NcαKTPVNbUPV (3)
where Nb and Nc are the number of photovoltaic cells in parallel and
photovoltaic cells in series, respectively. Iph and Irs mean photo-
generated current and the reverse saturation current of the diode,
respectively. UPV is the output voltage of photovoltaic cells. TPV is
the output temperature of photovoltaic cells. α and β represent the
diode quality factor and electron charge, respectively. K is the
Boltzmann constant.

2.2.2 AE electrolyzer modeling
The AE is adopted as one of the critical equipment in this

hydrogen production system. Its operating power is mainly affected
by its own polarization characteristics. According to its polarization

characteristics, the power PAE of the electrolyzer can be calculated as
follows (Fang and Liang, 2019).

PAE � IAE U0 + w1 + w2TAE

SAE
IAE + s log

w3 + w4
TAE

+ w5
T2
AE

SAE
IAE + 1⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

(4)
where IAE is the AE input current. TAE and AAE mean the cell
temperature and the electrolytic cell effective area, respectively. w1,
w2, w3, w4 and w5 are empirical coefficients. U0 is reversible voltage
and s is the electrode overvoltage coefficient.

And then the molar rate of hydrogen production nH2 is obtained
as follows:

nH2 � ηF
NAEIAE
2F

(5)

whereNAE represent the number of electrolytic cells. F is the Faraday
constant of 96487 C/mol.

2.2.3 Battery and hydrogen storage modeling
In order to further improve the utilization rate of wind and solar

energy, the lithium iron phosphate battery is employed as an energy
storage device, which enables the storage of the excess wind and
solar energy power after the hydrogen production and to
supplement when the power is insufficient. The capacity EBA(t)
at time t can be expressed as follows:

EBA t( ) �
EBA t − 1( ) 1 − σ( ) + ηBA_in

PBAΔt
EBA_max

, PBA t( )> 0

EBA t − 1( ) 1 − σ( ) + PBAΔt
EBA_maxηBA_out

, PBA t( )< 0

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ (6)

where σmeans the self-discharge rate of the battery. ηBA_in and ηBA_
out represent charging efficiency and discharging efficiency
respectively. EBA_max and PBA(t) are the max total capacity
and power of the battery. In addition, when PBA(t) > 0 the
battery will be charged, and when PBA(t) < 0, the battery will
be discharged.

FIGURE 1
To further study the system capacity configuration optimization from green hydrogen generation system driven by solar-wind hybrid power, a brief
and complete system is developed, which mainly consists of wind turbines, photovoltaic arrays, alkaline reactors (AE). Energy storage batteries and
hydrogen tanks.
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Moreover, considering the volatility inherent in solar-wind
hydrogen production, the inclusion of hydrogen storage
equipment is crucial to enhance the stability of hydrogen
transportation. Within this solar-wind hybrid hydrogen
production system, gaseous high-pressure hydrogen storage
technology is primarily employed for short-term storage of
hydrogen, ensuring efficient and reliable operation. According to
the Clapeyron equation, the state of the tank can be obtained by
Eq. 7.

QHT t0 + Δt( ) � ∫t0+Δt
t0

nHT t( )dt + QHT t0( )

JHT t( )QHT � RTHTnHT t( ) × 10−6

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (7)

where QHT is the volume of the hydrogen storage tank. JHT(t) and
nHT(t) are the volume of the hydrogen storage tank and the
hydrogen production rate at time t, respectively. THT is the
thermodynamic temperature of hydrogen storage, and R
represents the ideal gas constant.

3 Solar-wind hybrid hydrogen
production system comprehensive
evaluation method

3.1 System comprehensive evaluation
method

The implementing the operation strategy of solar-wind hybrid
hydrogen production system contributes to effectively achieving the
goal of stable hydrogen production, meanwhile, in order to make full
use of the renewable energy, a grid-connected solar-wind hybrid
hydrogen production system is established. The operational
dynamics and capacity configuration of this system significantly
influence the comprehensive benefits throughout the life cycle,
subsequently impacting the expansion and investment in solar-
wind hydrogen production. As a result, it plays a vital role in the
development of related investments and requires comprehensive
performance evaluation methods for assessing its overall benefits, as
depicted in Figure 2.

While the evaluation encompasses economic performance
evaluation, quantifying the economic benefits throughout the
system’s life cycle; environmental performance evaluation,
assessing the environmental friendliness during the system’s life
cycle; and energy efficiency evaluation, measuring the energy
utilization during system operation.

Initially, the key indicators corresponding to each evaluation
criterion are defined as the foundation for optimizing the capacity
configuration. Specifically, a multi-objective optimization approach
is employed to optimize the capacity configuration of wind turbines,
photovoltaic arrays, alkaline electrolyzers, energy storage batteries,
hydrogen storage tanks, and other components in the solar-wind
hybrid hydrogen production system. The NSGA-III algorithm is
applied to achieve an optimal configuration that maximizes the
overall performance. Subsequently, the optimized scheme is
thoroughly analyzed using comprehensive performance
indicators, resulting in the development of a comprehensive

evaluation methodology for solar-wind hybrid hydrogen
production system.

3.2 Comprehensive performance evaluation
modeling

The performance evaluation model comprises three categories
of performance indicators, establishing a comprehensive framework
for evaluating the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system.
This model is utilized to simulate and assess the system’s
performance by evaluating its economic performance,
environmental performance, and energy efficiency.

3.2.1 Economic evaluation
The primary objective of the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen

production system is to utilize water electrolysis for hydrogen
generation, and the produced excess electricity will be
transmitted and sold by the connected power grid. In this regard,
the economic analysis of hydrogen production, specifically LCOH,
serves as a vital metric for assessing the economic viability of the
solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system, as expressed by Eq.
8 (Almutairi et al., 2021):

LCOH �
IIC − RS

1+i( )L + ∑L
y�1

OM
1+f( )y/ 1+i( )y

∑L
y�1

MH2

(8)

FIGURE 2
To comprehensively assess the overall benefits of the solar-wind
hybrid hydrogen production system, including economic
performance, environmental performance, and energy efficiency, a
set of rigorous performance evaluation methods is employed.
These methods facilitate a holistic analysis of the system’s
effectiveness. The accompanying optimization flow chart visually
outlines the process.
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where IIC and OM means the initial investment cost and operation
and maintenance costs, respectively. RS is the residual value of fixed
assets. y is the lifetime from the project. f is the inflation rate and i is
the interest rate of 8%. L and MH2 are the lifetime and the mass of
hydrogen production.

The internal rate of return (IRR) is used to measure the
investment efficiency and also reflect the project profitability,
which can be represented by Eq. 9 (Emrani et al., 2022).

∑L
y�1

CI − CO( )y 1 + IRR( )−y � 0 (9)

where CI and CO are cash inflows and cash flow.
Payback Period (PP) is introduced to evaluate the project

financial investment recovery ability, and the dynamic investment
of pay-back period can be calculated by Eq. 10

PP � θ − 1 + ∑θ−1
y�1 CI − CO( )y

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣
CI − CO( )θ (10)

where θ is the number of years in which the cumulative net cash flow
of each year is positive or zero for the first time.

The total investment profit rate (ROI) indicates the profitability
of the total investment of the project, which can be calculated by
Eq. 11

ROI � EPIT

TI
× 100% (11)

where EPIT is annual earnings before interest and tax, and TImeans
the total investment of the project.

3.2.2 Environmental evaluation
The utilization of renewable energy sources, such as wind or

hydrogen, in lieu of fossil fuels for electricity and hydrogen supply,
leads to a reduction in fossil fuel consumption and the consequent
pollutant emissions, particularly carbon dioxide. In this study, the
emission coefficient is employed to evaluate CO2 emission
reduction.

The solar-wind hybrid power generation systems are grid-
connected, operating within the permissible limits set by the
grid. The electricity generated through these systems
contributes to a decrease in CO2 emissions. In order to
investigate the carbon emission of this system, the carbon
emission reduction CERWT_PV is defined as Eq. 12 (Pan
et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2023).

CERWT_PV � EFele · DWT_grid +DPV_grid −Dgrid_AE( ) (12)

where EFele is the carbon emission factor of grid. DWT_grid and DPV_

grid means the on-grid electricity of wind and solar power generation
during the operation period and Dgrid_AE is the down-grid electricity
to AE.

The hydrogen produced by the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen
production system is characterized by its absence of CO2 emissions
upon combustion. The output of per cubic meter hydrogen needs to
consume 4.5–5.5 kWh of electricity, and the carbon reduction
benefit of hydrogen production will be quantified by comparing
the equivalent electricity consumption of the power grid for the
same amount of hydrogen. (Rezaei et al., 2018). Therefore, the

carbon emission reduction of the hydrogen produced CERH2 can be
calculated by Eq 13.

CERH2 � WH2
MH2

ρH2

EFele (13)

where WH2 is electricity consumed for the unit of hydrogen
production, and ρH2 is the density of hydrogen.

Green hydrogen ratio (GHR) measures the proportion of green
hydrogen in the system, indicating the amount of renewable energy
in the system, which can be expressed as Eq. 14

GHR � 1 − Dgrid_AE

DAE
( ) × 100% (14)

3.2.3 Evaluation of energy efficiency
The utilization of renewable energy during the operation of the

electrolytic cell can be measured by abandoned energy power rate
(AEPR), with the expression of:

AEPR � 1 − DAE +DWT_grid +DPV_grid

DWT +DPV
( ) × 100% (15)

During the real-time operation of the electrolytic cell, the
dynamic performance of the cell is assessed based on the
electrolytic cell load rate. The electrolytic cell load rate is
calculated as Eq. 16:

ηAE �
nH2 ×ΔG

PAE
× 100% (16)

where ΔG is the Gibbs free energy of the electrochemical reaction.

4 Capacity optimization configuration
model based on NSGA-III

To meet the hydrogen production requirements and ensure the
efficient solar-wind hybrid hydrogen generation, an operation
strategy that satisfies the load operation is essential. In addition,
the NSGA-III multi-objective optimization algorithm is used to
optimize the capacity configuration.

4.1 Optimization of objects

With the target annual hydrogen output capacity of 20,000 tons,
the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system defines the
optimization objective based on the comprehensive performance
evaluation criteria. The following contents are taken as the
optimization objectives: (1) minimizing the levelized cost of
hydrogen (LCOH) to improve the economy of the system; (2)
maximizing the carbon emission reduction (CER) to reduce
environmental impact and increase hydrogen production; (3)
minimizing the abandoned energy power rate (AEPR) of wind
and solar energy to improve the utilization of renewable energy.
These objectives are formulated as the objective functions for
optimization, while various constraints are employed to ensure
system stability. The optimization algorithm, specifically the
NSGA-III algorithm, is employed to solve the comprehensive
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optimization of the system. Additionally, to comply with the
requirements of the NSGA-III algorithm, the maximization of
CER is transformed into the minimization of the reciprocal of
CER. Therefore, the optimization goal is expressed by Eq. 17

minfun1 � LCOH
maxfun2 � CERWT_PV + CERH2

minfun3 � AEPR

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ →
minfun1 � LCOH
minfun2 � 1/ CERWT_PV + CERH2( )
minfun3 � AEPR

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(17)

4.2 Decision variables and constraints

According to the objective function, the rated capacity of wind
turbines, photovoltaic arrays, electrolyzers, batteries, and hydrogen
storage tanks are selected as decision optimization variables, and
expressed by Eq. 18

X � EWT, EPV, EAE, EBA, QHT_sc[ ] (18)
where EWT, EPV and EAE are the construction scale capacity of wind
turbine, photovoltaic array and alkaline electrolyzer cell,
respectively.

In order to improve the system reliability, the following
constraints should be satisfied. During operation, it is imperative
for the system to uphold law of conservation of energy, ensuring that
power input and output adhere to the following balance constraints:

PWT t( ) + PPV t( ) + PBA t( ) � PAE t( ) + Pgrid t( ) + Paban t( ) (19)
where Paban is the abandoned power of solar-wind power generation.

Energy storage state constraints: ensuring that the pressure in the
hydrogen storage tank remains within operational requirements.
Battery charge and discharge constraints: maintaining the state of
charge within the desired range. These constraints are expressed as
Eq. 20

JHT_min ≤ JHT t( )≤ JHT_max

SOCess_min ≤ SOCess t( )≤ SOCess_max
{ (20)

where JHT_min and JHT_max mean the upper and lower pressure
constraint values of hydrogen storage tank. SOCess_min and SOCess_

max are the upper and lower limits of the battery state of charge.
Power operation constraints: during the system operation, it

is necessary to ensure the service life of the electrolyzer and the
safe transmission of the power grid. Therefore, the power
operation constraints of the electrolyzer and the transmission
power constraints of the power grid line can be expressed as
Eq. 21

PAE_min ≤PAE t( )≤PAE_max

Pgrid_min ≤Pgrid t( )≤Pgrid_max
{ (21)

where PAE_min and PAE_max are the upper and lower constraint values of
the power of the electrolytic cell, respectively. Pgrid_min, Pgrid_max are the
transmission power limits of power down and power up.

4.3 NSGA-III algorithm

The capacity configuration optimization of solar-wind
hybrid hydrogen production system is a multi-objective and

multi-constrained optimization problem. Therefore, the Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) III algorithm is
adopted. Compared with the NSGA-II algorithm, NSGA-III uses
widely distributed reference points to maintain the diversity of
decision variables, which reduces the time complexity of the
algorithm and improves the effect on high-dimensional
problems (Sharma et al., 2023). The specific algorithm
optimization process is shown in Figure 3.

(1) Initialize the scale of wind turbines, photovoltaic arrays, alkaline
electrolyzers, batteries, hydrogen storage tanks and other
equipment to form a population of N, form initial variables
and select reference points on the hyperplane;

(2) According to the operation strategy of the grid-connected solar-
wind hydrogen production system, and initialize the population;

(3) The optimal individual is selected by the tournament method,
and the progeny individual is generated through crossover and
variation, and different non-dominated layers are obtained by
further non-dominated sorting;

(4) Normalize the population operation and the individuals in the
critical layer are associated with the reference line according to
the reference point;

(5) According to the number of individuals associated with the
reference line, the population individuals are selected from the

FIGURE 3
To accurately configure the optimal capacity of the system, the
NSGA-III algorithm is employed with AEPR, LCOH, and CDER serving
as the optimization objectives. The decision variables in this
optimization process are the capacity configuration of each
equipment within the system.
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critical dominant layer to enter the new generation of parents,
and the number of iterations is added by 1;

(6) Repeat operation (2)–(5) until the number of iterations reaches
the maximum number of iterations.

The economic parameters of the solar-wind green hybrid
hydrogen production system in this study including the
construction costs, operation costs, and other relevant
economic factors associated with the main equipment, are
presented in Table 1. In addition, in order to ensure the
rationality of the system simulation and capacity
configuration optimization process, the technical and
operational parameters of each individual device are kept
within the design range, as shown in Table 2. Among them,
the maximum pressure of one hydrogen tank volume is 5 MPa,
and the maximum SOC of one battery is 0.9.

5 Results and discussion

The solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system enhances
the competitiveness of solar and wind energy. In order to improve
the thermodynamics and economics potential, the capacity of the
solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system and its dynamic
operation characteristics need to be optimized and investigated.

5.1 Analysis of multi-objective optimal
capacity optimization results

The meteorological data from a specific region in Taonan, Jilin
Province of China is utilized as input for the configuration
optimization. The wind speed and solar irradiation data for the
area are sampled at hourly intervals over the course of 1 year. Wind
speed and solar irradiation are crucial parameters for assessing wind
power and solar power potential. The variation trends of these
parameters are depicted in Figure 4. It reveals that there is a certain
complementarity between wind and insolation, which is better
between summer and autumn of resources. Further calculation
and analysis of cases are performed based on this weather data.

Aiming at the grid-connected solar-wind hybrid hydrogen
production system, the NSGA-III algorithm is employed to
address the capacity optimization configuration problem. The
optimization objectives include the levelized cost of hydrogen,
the reciprocal of carbon dioxide emission reduction, and the rate
of wind and solar curtailment. Considering the diversity and
operation of the solution set, the population size is set to 500,
and the number of iterations is 100 generations. The resulting
optimal solution set is illustrated in Figure 5, the Pareto surface
exhibits clear patterns, and the distribution of the target solutions
appears wide and uniform, indicating that the distribution of the
solution set has diversity.

Based on the diversity scheme resulting from the capacity
configuration optimization, a final optimization scheme can be
selected through analysis. As for the side-view projection of
optimization results, it is a curve depicting the reciprocal of
carbon emission reduction and the rate of wind and solar
curtailment, showing a clear negative correlation trend.
Specifically, there is a positive correlation between carbon

TABLE 1 Investment costs of equipment and economic data of a hydrogen production system.

Item Acquisition cost Annual operation cost Other value unit

Wind turbine 2000 40 - CNY/kW

Photovoltaic panel 3,500 35 - CNY/kW

Alkaline electrolyzer 4,000 160 - CNY/kW

Battery 2,700 124 - CNY/kWh

Hydrogen tank 2000 20 - CNY/m3

Lifetime - - 20 years

Power down-grid price - - 0.5716 CNY/kWh

Power on-grid price - - 0.3719 CNY/kWh

TABLE 2 Technical and operating data of the WT&PV-hydrogen system.

Component Parameter Value unit

Wind turbine Single rated power 2000 kW

Inflow wind speed 3 m/s

Rated wind speed 12.5 m/s

Outflow wind speed 25 m/s

Photovoltaic panel Single rated power 340 kW

Local latitude 45.31 °N

Local longitude 122.79 °E

Alkaline electrolyzer Single rated power 5,000 kW

Single rated hydrogen capacity 1,000 Nm3/h

Power operating range 15–100 %EAE

Battery The range of SOC 0.2–0.9 -

Charge and discharge efficiency 98 %

Hydrogen tank Storage temperature 25 °C

Storage pressure range 0.2–5 MPa
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FIGURE 4
To quantitatively assess solar andwind resources in Taonan area of China Jilin Province, the hourly wind speed and solar irradiance data for a specific
year were collected and analyzed, to further understand the complementary utilization of wind and solar resources, the monthly variations in wind and
solar resources were statistically compared.

FIGURE 5
The optimization results of the capacity configuration were obtained using the NSGA-III algorithm, with a population size of 500 and
100 generations of iterations. To determine the optimal capacity configuration under multi-objective optimization, it is necessary to comprehensively
consider the system in the AEPR, CDER and LCOH, the performance of AEPR, CDER and LCOH in the multi-objective capacity configuration are
evaluated.
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emission reduction and the rate of wind and solar curtailment. As
the rate of wind and solar curtailment decreases, the carbon
emission reduction also decreases. This trend indicates that
although reducing the rate of solar and wind curtailment allows
for increased utilization of renewable energy, it results in a decrease
in the overall carbon emission reduction, reflecting a reduction in
the overall level of comprehensive accessibility and carbon emission
reduction.

Based on the face projection of optimization results and the top
view projection of optimization results, it can be seen that among the
schemes with lower LCOH, there are variations in the wind and solar
curtailment rate and carbon emissions, but the three optimization
objectives exhibit a non-linear relationship with each other.
Consequently, a single scheme cannot simultaneously achieve the
optimal solution for all three objectives. Therefore, a weighting
method is employed to select the scheme. Firstly, the scheme is
preliminarily selected based on the requirement of the solar-wind
hybrid hydrogen production system, that is, f ≤ [25, 1.0 × 10−6, 5].
Then, the solution of the Pareto solution sets are normalized. Finally,
the weighted method is used to get the final scheme. Given the
significance of economy in the design process, a weight ω = [0.6, 0.2,
0.2] is applied to sort and select normalized schemes. By calculating
the fitness of the solution in the Pareto solution set, the scheme with
the minimum fitness is selected as the design scheme. Finally, the

corresponding objective function values are f = [16.69, 9.76 × 10−7,
3.32], and the configuration of each device is shown in Table 3.
Through the NSGA-III algorithm, the capacity configuration
scheme for the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system is
determined based on these three categories of indicators.

5.2 Performance analysis of solar-wind
hybrid hydrogen production system

Through the application of the multi-objective optimization
algorithm, an optimized scheme for solar-wind hybrid hydrogen
production has been obtained. Based on the capacity optimization
configuration results, a comprehensive analysis of the scheme is
conducted using various performance indicators. The calculation
results are presented in Table 4. Notably, the LCOH is determined to
be 16.69 CNY/kgH2, and Initial cost is 5.60×109 CNY. To ensure
economic viability, a recommended sales price of 27.80 CNY/kgH2 is
proposed, along with a payback period of 12.18 years and a total
investment profit rate of 10.60%.

Otherwise, under this specific capacity configuration scale, the
system demonstrates notable environmental performance
indicators, with a CER of 1.02×106 tCO2. A predominant
contribution of renewable energy sources and the grid primarily
serves the role of load regulation, resulting in a high proportion of
98.51% for green hydrogen ratio, further enhancing its
environmental friendliness. Concerning energy utilization
parameters, the wind and solar energy curtailment rate is
recorded at 3.32%, indicating satisfactory utilization of scenic
power resources. Moreover, the average load factor of the
electrolyzer stands at 64.77%, falling within the conventional
range for electrolyzers. Thus, it is evident that the proposed
capacity configuration method yields a comprehensive and well-

TABLE 3 Configuration optimization solutions.

Component Rated capacity unit

Wind turbine 296 MW

Photovoltaic panel 494 MW

Alkaline electrolyzer 265 MW

Battery 473.34 MWh

Hydrogen tank 7,678 m3

TABLE 4 Scheme comprehensive index calculation results.

Parameter Value unit

Economic performances

LCOH 16.69 CNY/kgH2

Initial cost 5.60×109 CNY

Suggested price (IRR = 8%) 27.80 CNY/kgH2

PP 12.18 year

ROI 10.60 %

Environmental performances

CER 1.02×106 tons CO2

GHR 98.51 %

Energy utilization performances

Raban 3.32 %

ηAE 64.77 %

FIGURE 6
To assess the initial investment of the solar-wind hybrid
hydrogen production system, the initial investment combinedwith the
capacity configuration optimization results. of each major equipment
and the distribution of the hydrogen consumption electricity
sources were calculated.
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performing solution for a solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production
system, meanwhile to further enhance the economic benefits, as the
cost of related equipment decreases. Therefore, it is crucial to
emphasize the carbon reduction advantages of green hydrogen
production and integrate them into the overall economic
evaluation of the project through measures like carbon taxation
and carbon trading. This would ultimately contribute to the
reduction of green hydrogen production costs.

In the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production design scheme,
the initial investment cost plays a significant role, as depicted in
Figure 6. To ensure the stability of hydrogen production in the

electrolytic cell and mitigate the fluctuations of wind and solar
energy, an ample amount of energy storage equipment is employed.
Among these, the battery construction cost constitutes 27.34% of the
total cost, while the hydrogen storage equipment exhibits high
capacity, the unit equipment cost is low, accounting for only
0.33% of the total construction cost. The construction cost
distribution reveals that the photovoltaic, wind turbine, and
electrolyzer components contribute 36.99%, 12.66% and 22.68%,
respectively. The electricity utilized for hydrogen production is
predominantly sourced from wind power, photovoltaic, and the
grid. Specifically, wind power and photovoltaic sources contribute
23.66% and 73.02%, while the grid occupies a marginal portion of
3.32%. This distribution underscores the substantial reliance on
solar and wind energy sources in providing energy for the system
solution, resulting in predominantly green hydrogen production.

Due to the variations of solar-wind resources throughout the
year, the monthly solar-wind power generation and hydrogen
production levels differ. Therefore, Figure 7 illustrates the
calculated monthly solar-wind power generation and the
hydrogen production load of the electrolytic cell. Compared with
the two electricity generation, solar-wind power is the main power
supply of the system. Concurrently, the power generation of
photovoltaic and wind power is the highest in April, which is
1.17 × 105 MWh and 5.76 × 104 MWh respectively, while the
power generation is the lowest in November and December. In
contrast, the monthly load of the electrolytic cell remained basically
stable in the range of 9.06×104–1.03×105 MWh. In order to maintain
the hydrogen production and solar-wind utilization rate of the
electrolytic cell, as for the transmission power, when the power
generation is sufficient, the excess power is connected to the grid,
and the maximum power on the grid in April is 6.35×104 MWh.

FIGURE 7
Due to the difference of wind and solar resources in each month, the wind and solar power generation and the corresponding electrolytic tank load
power in different months are analyzed, and the power grid is used as the power regulation method of the system. Further analysis of the monthly power
grid up and down.

FIGURE 8
In order to analyze the hydrogen production under different
solar-wind resources in different months, the changes of hydrogen
production in different months were compared.
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Concurrently, it supplies power to the electrolytic cell when it is
insufficient, and the maximum power supply in December is
8.65×103 MWh.

Further comparing the hydrogen production for each month, as
shown in Figure 8, the hydrogen production is consistent with the
trend of the load power of the electrolytic cell. The highest hydrogen
production in March is 1,713 tons, and the lowest hydrogen
production in February is 1,536 tons.

Moreover, the annual economic cost recovery relies primarily on
the output of electrolytic hydrogen production and grid-connected
solar-wind hybrid power generation. Thus, a detailed analysis of
daily electrolytic hydrogen production and solar-wind hybrid power
generation throughout the year is conducted, as illustrated in
Figure 9. The average daily hydrogen production is 54.76 tons of
H2, the amount of hydrogen produced per day exhibits lower
fluctuations around the average. Simultaneously, as the solar-
wind hybrid power generation is capable of fulfilling the
hydrogen production capacity, the surplus power is integrated
into the grid. According to the power integration, the average
daily online power is 1,007 MWh, accounting for 8.92% of the
total solar and wind hybrid power generation, thereby further
enhancing the utilization rate of solar and wind power. However,
seasonal variations have an impact, the daily grid-connected power
generation fluctuates significantly.

5.3 Dynamic operation analysis of solar-
wind hybrid hydrogen production system

For the solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production system with the
selected capacity configuration scheme, dynamic operation analysis is
performed on typical weeks representing each month by the seasons.

The power generation profiles of wind power and photovoltaic
systems during these weeks, highlighting their complementary

characteristics. The dynamic operation analysis of the system is
carried out for the typical weeks of the specific months of season.
The dynamic behaviors observed during three typical weeks in
spring, and three typical weeks in summer, as shown in
Figure 10, exhibit similar patterns. Notably, there is a favorable
complementarity between PV and wind power generation. SOC of
the energy storage device remains relatively stable, while SOH
experiences significant fluctuations. This is attributed to the
ample availability of solar and wind power generation, causing
the battery to reach its upper limit of energy storage.
Consequently, the primary objective of ensuring a stable
hydrogen supply is primarily achieved through the utilization of
hydrogen storage equipment. This operational strategy prioritizes
the adjustment of the hydrogen output rate and the smoothing of
hydrogen production fluctuations through hydrogen storage
equipment. Additionally, the charging and discharging of the
battery are employed to regulate the electrolytic hydrogen
production rate, further enhancing the stability of the solar and
wind complementary hydrogen production system.

In the autumn typical weeks and the winter typical weeks shown in
Figure 10, bothwind and PVpower generation are comparatively lower,
with less noticeable complementarity between the two. The generation
capacity of wind and solar power is significantly lower during the winter
typical weeks. In contrast to typical weeks in spring and summer,
batteries and hydrogen storage devices are now adjusted more
frequently. Additionally, there are instances where the steady
hydrogen output criteria cannot be met by energy storage and wind
and solar power generation. In these situations, the electrolyzer receives
power from the power grid tomeet the standard. In this system, the grid
can effectively control the load power of the electrolyzer, ensure a
consistent output of hydrogen, and absorb solar power generation,
increasing the rate at which solar power is utilized.

However, due to the region’s superior photovoltaic resources
compared to wind resources, the former generates more electricity

FIGURE 9
The annual economic cost recovery is a crucial factor in evaluating the performance of the system. It can be divided into twomain components. The
first component is the annual benefit derived from hydrogen production. To analyze this, the daily hydrogen production capacity of the system was
assessed. The second component involves analyzing the daily electricity sales of the system. This can be examined by assessing the annual grid
connection volume of the electrolytic cell hydrogen production and solar-wind hybrid power generation.
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than the latter. The calculations reveal that during typical weeks in
spring and summer, the average power generation of photovoltaic is
24,208MWh and 26,589MWh, respectively, which is much higher
than the average power generation of photovoltaic typical weeks in
autumn and summer (17,135 MWh and 17,022MWh), while during
the typical weeks in summer, the average power generation of wind
power is 10,425 MWh, which is much higher than the average power
generation of typical weeks in other seasons (3,451MWh in spring,
4,298MWh in autumn and 4,575 MWh in winter). Despite notable
variability in the power generation capacity of power throughout
different seasons, the electrolytic hydrogen production system can

ensure basic operation through the regulation of energy storage
devices and grid infrastructure. Its typical weekly load power
remains stable, reaching 22,766MWh, 24,208MWh, 23,171 MWh
and 22,123MWh across all seasons, thereby guaranteeing the
consistent hydrogen production.

As mentioned above, in order to achieve stable hydrogen output,
according to the dynamic operation strategy, the smoothing ability
of low-cost hydrogen storage equipment in wind and solar output
scenarios is first fully utilized. This reduces the use of the battery and
the frequency of charge and discharge, thereby improving its
operating life. At the same time, combined with the power grid

FIGURE 10
The fluctuations of the solar-wind will affect the stable operation of the energy storage device, so the key to formulating a scheduling strategy that
matches the volatility is to accurately evaluate the year-round complementarity of the solar-wind, the solar-wind complementarity of typical weeks in
four seasons of spring, summer, autumn, winter is evaluated.
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to adjust, it also ensures the system power balance and meets the
load demand of electrolytic water hydrogen production.
Consequently, this solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production
strategy is well-suited to leverage its advantages in large-scale
hydrogen production scenarios.

6 Conclusion

This study focuses on optimizing the capacity configuration of a
solar-wind green hybrid hydrogen production system using the
NSGA-III algorithm with the goal of achieving a comprehensive
index. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) The capacity configuration optimization of a solar-wind hybrid
hydrogen production system can be achieved by employing the
NSGA-III algorithm and the optimization method of
comprehensive performance objective function. The resulting
solution set offers a diverse distribution, enabling the selection of
a design scheme that meets the design requirements in a
comprehensive manner.

(2) This study determined the multi-index optimal scheme using a
specific method. With the addition income of surplus solar/
wind power by transmitting to the grid, the internal rate of
return of the system reaches to 8% when the hydrogen sale price
is suggested to 27.80 CNY/kgH2. Additionally, this system
achieves the carbon emission reduction of 1.02×106 tCO2,
and the abandoned energy power rate reduced to 3.32%.

(3) Through the cooperative hydrogen production strategy
proposed in this paper, the demand for hydrogen production
of 20,000 tons per year can be met. At the same time, the
adjustment ability of hydrogen storage equipment and battery is
fully utilized. Finally, the stability of hydrogen output is
improved, and the hydrogen production load of electrolytic
water in the typical cycle of four seasons is within the range of
22,123 MWh-24,208 MWh.

This study reveals that the capacity configuration method of
solar-wind hybrid hydrogen production based on comprehensive
performance index can meet the demand of large-scale hydrogen
production throughout the year, and provide technical and
methodological suggestions and guidance for the formulation
of solar-wind hydrogen production scheme with favorable
comprehensive performance.
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Nomenclature

D Accumulated power

E Scale capacity

F Faraday constant

I Current

J Pressure

L Lifetime

M Mass

N Number of installations

P Power

Q Volume

R Ideal gas constant

S Area

T Temperature

U Voltage

W Specific energy consumption of hydrogen

f Inflation rate

i Interest rate

n Molar amount of hydrogen

v Wind speed

w Empirical coefficients

t Time

y The number of years

Greek

α Diode quality factor

β Electron charge

σ Self-discharge rate of the battery

θ Year of positive accumulative net cash flow

ρ The air density

η Efficiency

ΔG Gibbs free energy of the reaction

τ Coefficient performance of the wind turbines

Subscript

AE Alkaline electrolyzer

BA Battery

HT Hydrogen storage tank

PV Photovoltaic

WT Wind turbine

r Rated power

rs Reverse saturation

sc Construction scale capacity

Abbreviations

AEPR Abandoned energy power rate

CER Carbon emissions reduction

CI Cash inflows

CO Cash flow

EPIT Earnings before interest and tax

EF Average emission factor

IIC Initial investment cost

IRR Internal rate of return

GHR Green hydrogen ratio

LCOH Levelized cost of hydrogen

OM Operation and maintenance costs

PP Payback period

ROI Total investment profit rate

RS Residual value of fixed assets

SOC Battery state of charge

SOH State of hydrogen tank

TI Total investment
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